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1. Choose the correct answer from the given options.      15 

i) A _______ is a place where animals can meet their needs. 

a) habitat b) coops c) cages 

ii) A person who treats animal is called. 

a) Doctor b) Veterinary doctor c) Surgeon 

iii) There are ______ main directions. 

a) Three  b) four  c) two 

iv) The word ________ is made from the first letters of the four directions. 

a) NEWS   b) MAP  c) JAM 

v) Plants need _________ for making their food. 

a) Water b) Sunlight  c) Air  d) All of these. 

vi) Date palms grow near________. 

a) Oasis b) Muddy area  c) dry places 

vii) Oysters live only in ________. 

a) land  b) Air   c) water 

viii) ________ can live without water for many days. 

a) camel b) Parrot  c) Fish 

ix) the dirtying of water due to human activities is called_______. 

a) Water pollution  b) Air pollution c) Noise pollution 

x) More than ______________ people depend on useful water. 

a) 6 billion  b) 3 billion  c) Billion 

2. Fill in the blanks.           15 

i)  The earth is called ______________________ planet. 

ii) ______________________ in drainage pipes pollutes drinking water. 

iii) ______________________ is the main source of water on the earth. 

iv) __________________ is the network of computers all over the world. 

v) On heating water turns into ___________________________. 

vi) _________________________________ dies if taken out of water. 



vii) A ___________________________ is drawing of an area. 

viii) Telephone was invented by ___________________________ in 1876. 

ix) Television was invented by_____________________________. 

x) In dance, the expressions on the face called ____________________. 

 

3. Answer in one word or two.          15 

i) Which is the bird used for sending letters?_________________________ 

ii) Which is the most common and cheapest means of communication? 

__________________________________________________ 

iii) How many glasses of water should we drink every day?  

__________________________________________________ 

iv) Name two water plants. _________________________________________ 

v) The process of sending or receiving messages. _______________________ 

vi) The dress ghagra – choli is related to which state. _____________________ 

vii) Which is the most popular dress of India women? ____________________ 

viii) Which is a dog’s house? ________________________________________ 

ix) Animals which should be treats with love and affection are called. 

______________________ 

x) Which is an area in which a large number of families live together? 

______________________ 

4. True or false.            15 

i) There are four main directions.     ________ 

ii) Computer is the most advanced means of communication. ________ 

iii) Mudras help to convey the message or feelings.  ________ 

iv) Rain is the main source of water.     ________ 

v) Phiran is a Jammu and Kashmir clothe.    ________ 

vi) Coloured clothes should not be washed separately.  ________ 

vii) Water is precious. We should not waste it.   ________ 

viii) Cactus is a desert plant.      ________ 

ix) The animals live on hot place need more water.  ________ 



 

 

x) We should avoid bathing and washing clothes in river water. ________ 

5. Answer the following questions.         25 

i) Define Oasis. 

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

ii) What is a map? What is neighbourhood? 

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

iii) Why do plants need water? 

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

iv) What are the ways to avoid water pollution? 

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

v) Explain water cycle? 

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

vi) What is sign language? 

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

vii) What is mass communication/ give examples. 

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

 



viii) When do we use an aerogramme? 

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

ix) What are the main sources of water? 

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

x) Give five state names and their important clothes? 

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

6. Match the following.           15 

i) Bathroom  - Precious 

ii) Less than 1% water - more water using 

iii) Water    - for our use 

iv) Crocodile   - boiled water 

v) Dog    - camel 

vi) Desert   - water pollution 

vii) Leaking taps  - wells, tube wells 

viii) Factory waste  - Depend water to live 

ix) Underground water - Hanging out its tongue and panting 

x) Germ free  - repaired immediately 

 

 

 

  

 


